WEDNESDAY 30th
International Seminar

9.30 - 10.00 (Aula Poeti) - Greetings from Academic Authorities
- Antonino Rotolo – Vice Rector for Research
- Filippo Andreatta – Director of Department of Political and Social Sciences

10.00 – 11.15
Plenary Session – The state of the art of Co-creation/Co-Production Research in EU
Chairman: Riccardo Prandini (University of Bologna)
- Taco Brandsen (Radboud University)
- Jari Stenvall (Tampere University)

11.15 – 11.45 Coffee break

11.45 – 13.15
Round Table/Panel - Views from inside: the Cosie Project Approach to Co-creation
Chairman: Andrea Bassi (University of Bologna)

Co-creation: theoretical issues and empirical research dilemmas
Inga Narbutaite Aflaki; Susan Banes and Caroline Marsh; Michael Willoughby; Rob Wilson; Zsolt Bugarszki

Discussants: Taco Brandsen and Jari Stenvall

13.15 – 14.30 Lunch (Giardino d’Inverno)